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CONVEX 
INTERLOCKING

“Blocks of special 

shape arranged such 

that each piece is kept 

in place by kinematic 

constrains imposed 

through the shape and 

mutual arrangement

of the elements.”

https://www.tinkercad.com/things/2frrN1X1DWm-fragment-of-interlocking-hexahedra
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/ifTakqsOIt2-fragment-of-interlocking-octahedra
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Pulling action constrained by blue pieces

Pushing action constrained by yellow pieces



Goal: Given a mesh, generate a self-supporting structure using 

a convex interlocking assembly 4



OUR PROCESS IS AS FOLLOWS

Shape

From a face to a 

convex polyhedron

Simulation

Check if it 

collapses

Equilibrium

Inquire why 

it collapses
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1.
SHAPE
We need some building blocks to begin with
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OVERALL APPROACH
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𝜓



This is what 

people do: 

use angles
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TILTING 
ANGLE 
METHOD



This is what 

we propose: 

use heights
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HEIGHT-
BISECTION 
METHOD



Both methods 

available on 

TIGER

Quick demo!
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2.
SIMULATION
Because simulating is less “expensive” than 3D printing
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Assemblies prevent pull 

and push actions on a 

piece along the direction 

of the normal vector of 

the respective face.

Force of gravity pulls all 

pieces downwards.

Support structure is 

expected to mitigate the 

action of gravity.
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Assumptions and variables 

considered on physical 

simulations:

• Force of gravity

• Static friction

• Rigid body geometry

• Equal density for each piece

• Support frame fixed in space

• Tolerance?



There are two 

tolerances to deal 

with: envelope and 

margin.

Envelope: Search 

volume.

Shape: Actual 

geometry.

Margin: Range of 

penetration.

Choose wisely; 

otherwise, be 

prepared for 

numerical instability
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3.
EQUILIBRIUM
Check why the structure collapses and fix it
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“MEASURING” EQUILIBRIUM… ?
FEA

Finite Element 

Analysis checks 

material failures and 

current state of the 

stress.

Manual adjustments 

required.

TNA

Thrust Network 

Analysis considers 

axial forces at block 

interfaces.

Requires a shell 

structure that can be 

projected onto a 2D 

plane.

Infeasibility

Determines how far a 

structure is from a 

stable configuration.

Suppports arbitrary 

topologies.

We choose this 

approach!
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MEASURE OF INFEASIBILITY

We follow this approach for analysis the 

structure equilibrium and reach a stable 

configuration.

Reference:

Whiting, Emily, Hijung Shin, Robert Wang, 

John Ochsendorf, and Frédo Durand. 2012. 

“Structural Optimization of 3D Masonry 

Buildings.” ACM Trans. Graph. 31 (6): 

159:1–159:11. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/2366145.2366178.
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Equilibrium constraints for each block:

A𝑒𝑞 ∙ f + w = 0

Compression constraints: 

𝑓𝑛
𝑖 ≥ 0, ∀𝑖 ∈ interface vertices

Friction constraints: 

𝑓𝑢
𝑖 , 𝑓𝑣

𝑖 ≤ 𝛼𝑓𝑛
𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ interface vertices

Structure is in equilibrium if a 

force solution f exists that 

satisfies such linear constraints.

Result is a yes/no answer.



FEASIBILITY (ALLOW SOME “GLUE”)
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Soften compression 

constraint by allowing a 

tensile force (but penalize 

it!)

𝑓𝑛
𝑖 = 𝑓𝑛

𝑖+ − 𝑓𝑛
𝑖−

𝑓𝑛
𝑖+, 𝑓𝑛

𝑖− ≥ 0

Penalty formulation:

𝑦 𝜓 = min
f


𝑖=0

𝑛

𝑓𝑛
𝑖− 2

Such that:

A𝑒𝑞 ∙ f = −W

A𝑓𝑟 ∙ f ≤ 0

𝑓𝑛
𝑖+, 𝑓𝑛

𝑖− ≥ 0 ∀𝑖



Infeasible vs Feasible (plus safe kerns)
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Reshape 

parameters 𝜓
by traversing 

𝑦 𝜓 :

argmin𝜓 𝑦(𝜓)

𝑙𝑏 ≤ 𝜓 ≤ 𝑢𝑏

A.K.A. Follow 

the gradient!
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𝑦(𝜓)

Example from reference paper. Here, 𝜓 is the set of parameters (arch thickness and 

column width) for a parametric arch supported by columns. 



Allow tensile forces 

(glue)

It softness the 

compression constraint. 

We penalize the glue 

though.

TL;DR

Reshape blocks using the 

gradient

Use the gradient to move 

to a stable configuration. 

Repeat until you reach it 

(or something close to it).
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CONCLUSIONS

Shape

Generate a valid 

assembly is possible 

using heights

Simulation

Watch out 

simulation 

parameters

Equilibrium

Calculate 

infeasibility 

and repeat
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THANKS!
Any questions?

You can find me at 

@andresbeja87 & 

abejara@purdue.edu



CREDITS

Special thanks to all the people who made and 

released these awesome resources for free:

◈ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival

◈ Photographs by Unsplash
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/
http://unsplash.com/

